Abstract: Student-led Lifestyle
Alyssa Greenwell, a medical student at Ohio University Heritage College of Osteopathic Medicine (OUHCOM), began working with her school's LMIG faculty advisor Dr David Drozek after meeting him 2 months into her medical school journey. Prior to transitioning into her leadership role of President for the LMIG, the club had organized only a few events because of lack of funding. Through the Pegg Award seed grant funds, OUHCOM medical students gained the opportunity to learn about LM though a video conference lunch lecture series facilitated by speakers such as Dr Caldwell Esselstyn, Dr Wayne Dysinger, Dr Joel Kahn, and Dr Brenda Rea. The presentations helped strengthen student knowledge and understanding of LM. The LMIG also focused on stress management programming for medical students through events such as mindful coloring, yoga, and positive affirmation creation. Students enjoyed and were receptive to these stress management techniques. Finally, the OUHCOM LMIG organized a cooking class facilitated by Rebecca Drozek, Dr Drozek's wife, in which students learned how to prepare healthy, plant-based recipes. Students found this activity to be fun and educational because they learned how to cook a variety of unfamiliar foods and then enjoyed a community dinner tasting the foods that they had just prepared together. Through lunch lecture series, stress management events, and cooking classes, the OUHCOM LMIG has made strides in LM medical student education on campus. Alyssa will continue her medical school training as she begins her OMS-III year, and she hopes to incorporate LM into her future practice in pediatrics.
Alicja Baska, a medical student at the Medical University of Warsaw in Poland, began her school's LMIG alongside other student leaders and her faculty advisor Dr Daniel Śliż. Prior to formation of the LMIG, Alicja and Dr Śliż began organizing informal meetings referring to LM pillars; however, they sought to create a framework where they could bring LM more formally to medical students. Thus, they created the Lifestyle Medicine Scientific Club (LMSC), the first and only student LMIG in Poland, offering unique international networking opportunities within the LM realm. In April 2018, the LMSC hosted a national LM congress, which brought more than 350 participants, mainly medical students, from cities all over Poland. In addition, Alicja and her group were able to attend Lithuania's LM conference, allowing for further international collaboration. In fact, one of the Lithuanian representatives gave a lecture at the LM congress in Poland regarding LM implementation in medical education. The Pegg Award funds not only supported the LM congress but also a series of culinary medicine workshops, one of which occurred during the congress. The LMSC hopes that university leadership will integrate a culinary medicine elective course into the mainstream curriculum. The work of the LMSC, its student leaders, and Dr Śliż at Medical University of Warsaw shows that the international LM movement is underway and that global collaboration is key to allow for the movement to take full force. Alicja will be completing her last year of medical school training and hopes to incorporate LM principles in her future practice in primary care medicine.
As is evident, for the second year in a row, the Donald A. Pegg Student Leadership Award continues to generate an atmosphere of growth for LMIGs, fostering the expansion, vision, and integration of LM into the education of health professions students worldwide. Pegg Award winners continue to find that this scholarship served as an effective springboard for promoting LM growth opportunities. These opportunities include supporting student research presentations at national conferences, initiating a chapter of the national organization Walk with a Doc, hosting educational lectures on LM principles, sponsoring plant-based cooking sessions, facilitating stress management workshops, and hosting a national-level LM congress in Europe. The 2017 Pegg Award winners and their faculty advisors furthered the LM movement at their schools in the areas of research, community outreach, student education, and global networking.
Students in medical schools and allied health programs are the future of healthcare. As their achievements above show, given the right resources and support, students can accomplish much in their quest to improve the care they provide to those they serve. We must nurture and train this new generation so that they not only continue to spread the message of LM but are also equipped to be the LM practitioners, educators, researchers, and leaders of the future.
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